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HMC902035 
Schubert Heliopolis, 
Matthias Goerne, Metzmacher
“For pained eloquence it’s hard to beat the first song, 
Heliopolis, or the last, Abschied. In between come assorted 
revelations and, always, the elegantly responsive piano of 
Ingo Metzmacher, better known as a conductor. The pair seem very 
simpatico.” The Times

C692092i 
Wagner Der fliegende Holländer /
Knappertsbusch, Live Recording, 1955  

Disc of the Month
CSOR901916 / CSOR901918
Mahler Symphony No. 2 /
Chicago SO, Bernard Haitink
       

oRchestRAL choice
LSO0682 
Prokofiev Romeo & Juliet / 
LSO, Valery Gergiev

GCD921526  
Handel Cantate Italiane di Handel VI Rome 1708, will be 
CD Review Disc of the Week on 9 January, just before 
release.  It will also receive a *****/***** in the February 
issue of BBC Music Magazine (out 21 January) and is being 
considered for a Choice.

grAmophone
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HMC902058
Barcode:  794881950324  
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98
+bonus DVD 25minutes 
Andreas Staier on the Goldbergs.

J. S. BACH
Goldberg Variations

Andreas Staier (Anthony Sidey harpsichord after Hass)

"In the Goldberg Variations, Bach used the possibilities 
offered by the instrument's double keyboard. The work 
is totally suited to the harpsichord, whereas trying to 
play it on the piano is like attempting to square the 
circle." Andreas Staier

Andreas Staier waited nearly a quarter of a century to 
play the Goldbergs in public: his first performance of it 
was in Montreal at the end of April 2000. This is his first, 
long-awaited recording. 
Undoubtedly one of the most prominent harpsichord and forte piano performers in the world, Andreas 
Staier embarked upon a solo career in 1986 and, since then, his indisputable musical mastery has made its 
mark on the interpretation of baroque, classical and romantic repertoire. 
His extensive discography has won great critical awards from the international press: Mozart's Sonatas in 
two CDs, Haydn concertos with the Freiburger Barockorchester, Hamburg 1734 (with the German
harpsichordist Christine Schornsheim). Recent releases have included Beethoven's violin sonatas with Daniel 
Sepec performing on Beethoven's own instrument and Schwanengesang with Christoph Prégardien on CD 
and DVD. 
The story about the Goldbergs’ composition is worth retelling: Johann Gottlieb Goldberg, one of Bach's brightest 
pupils, was working for Count von Keyserlingk of Dresden, who suffered from insomnia. Goldberg sometimes played 
all night to soothe the count. Bach was asked to write ‘quiet’ and ‘somewhat cheerful’ music for this purpose and he 
responded to the challenge brilliantly. A saraband theme, taken from a collection that Bach made for his wife, Anna 
Magdalena, is treated in a novel way. Rather than concentrating on the melodic line, Bach strengthens the bass line 
and harmonic structure. The variations are grouped in threes, with the third of each group being a canon. The 30th 
variation, the ‘Quodlibet’ is a lively juxtaposition of two popular melodies of the time. A composer of lesser genius 
would soon have become monotonous in attempting 30 variations in D minor, Bach, on the contrary, gives us an ex-
traordinary range of expression.  

“blessedly unreverential Bach, ebullient and extrovert, but also introspective and expressively searching 
when required.” The Guardian

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC901960 BACH Early Works
“a faultless touch from Staier which maintains sonorous good tone (well 
servedby Harmonia Mundi’s richly present recording), an agility across the 
keyboards worthy of any organist,  and characteristically fast fingerwork 
which is as crisp and precise in the noisy stuff as in the more  intimate and 
mellow moments of BWV992 and BWV818a… the excitement is hair-raising.” 
Lindsay Kemp, Gramophone
“the works in Andreas Staier's captivating recital reveal the developing 
musical personality of the young Bach. Staier's performance is suffused with 
a greedy pleasure in the warmth and variety of Anthony Sidey and Frédéric 
Bal's copy of a 1734 Hass double-manual harpsichord. " 
Independent on Sunday (Outstanding) 
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HMC902061 
Barcode:  794881942725 
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

VIVALDI The Four Seasons
Jean-Fery REBEL Les Eléments

Midori Seiler (solo violin); 

Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin 

Following the stage production in which the 
orchestra joined forces with a dancer. Encouraged by 
the outstanding success of these performances, the 
Akademie für Alte Musik was keen to rerecord the 
works in the studio. Although free from all  
choreographic intentions here, their interpretation 
was still profoundly influenced by this experience. 
This is the first the Akademie have recorded the The 
Four Seasons, due to its overexposure!

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMD9909026 Rebel / Vivaldi
“The Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin has certainly achieved [this  
musical integrity] with its choreographic concert of nature-
themed Baroque music…Seiler’s sweetly fluid virtuosity is breath-
taking.” Classic FM Magazine
 
“Baroque masterpieces accompanied by exotic & surreal dance 
imagery by Juan Kruz Diaz de Garaio Esnaola. Lindsay Kemp 
would have approved” Gramophone
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HMC902049 
Barcode:  794881942824
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Ernst KRENEK 
7 Motets after texts by Franz Kafka, 
Kantate von der Vergänglichkeit des Irdischen
Choral works Op. 22, 72, 87, 88, 97

Caroline Stein (soprano); Philip Mayers (piano); 
RIAS Kammerchor / Hans Christoph Rademann

After a critically acclaimed first disc devoted to his Lamentations of Jeremiah RIAS Kammerchor now returns 
to one of its favourite composers. Krenek was born in Vienna as the son of a Czech soldier in the Austro-Hun-
garian army. He studied there and in Berlin with Franz Schreker before working in a number of 
German opera houses as conductor. During World War I, Krenek was drafted into the Austrian army, but he 
was stationed in Vienna, allowing him to go on with his musical studies. In 1922 he met Alma Mahler, wife 
of the late Gustav Mahler, and her daughter, Anna, whom he married in March 1924, divorcing less than a 
year later.  His journalism was banned and his music was targeted by the Nazis from 1933. The jazz variations 
on Jonny spielt auf were included in the 1938 Degenerate art exhibition in Munich. Nonetheless, despite 
protests by conservatives and the fledgling Nazi party, that work was a great success in Krenek's lifetime, 
playing all over Europe and becoming so popular that even a brand of cigarettes, still on the market today in 
Austria, was named ‘Jonny’. In 1938 Krenek moved to the United States of America, where he taught music at 
various universities. He became an American citizen in 1945 and died in Palm Springs, California.
  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMG501551 Krenek Lamentations/RIAS
“The RIAS Kammerchor give a performance of quite breathtaking, blended 
virtuosity.” The Musical Times
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HMC902034 
Barcode:  794881944125
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Matthias WECKMANN 
Wie liegt die Stadt so wüste: Sacred Motets 
Wie liegt die Stadt so wüste; 
Der Tod ist verschlungen in den Sieg; Canzon IX; 
Weine nicht; Gegrüßet seist Du, Holdselige; 
Kommet her zu mir alle, die ihr mühselig und beladen seid; 
Canzon II; Zion spricht, der Herr hat mich verlassen; 
 Wenn der Herr die Gefangenen (Ps. 126)

Concerto Palatino: Bruce Dickey (cornet); 
Simen van Mechelen (trombone); Cantus Cölln / 
Konrad Junghänel

Hamburg, 1674: to his contemporaries, the death of 
Matthias Weckmann seemed to herald the end of a 
glorious period. In his post as organist of the 

Jacobikirche since 1655, the composer had breathed new life into the city’s musical scene with his 
Collegium Musicum. Among his finest sacred works is an astonishing setting of the Lamentations of  
Jeremiah, Wie liegt die Stadt so wüßte (How doth the city sit solitary).
This haunting work is both pristinely evocative and immaculately structured, a credit to the teaching of 
Weckmann's teacher, Heinrich Schütz, and the German musical tradition preceding J.S. Bach. 
Scored for bass and soprano singers, a few strings, and organ continuo, the work demonstrates the most 
attractive devotion, and the result will touch even those with no religious affiliation. The libretto is taken 
from the Lamentations of Jeremiah, chapter 1, which speaks of the isolation of the city of Jerusalem. This is 
music with a deeper, more significant gentleness than can be found in any religious propaganda. 
 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC901850/51 Schütz Symphoniae sacrae III
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
BBC Music Magazine Choral & Song Choice

“My recording of the year.”  Andrew Clarke, The Independent

“a superbly polished performance…this is nothing less than an overdue 
recording, wholeheartedly recommended.” 
Choral and Song Choice, BBC Music Magazine

“Schütz’s masterpieces come soaring off the page.” Classic FM Magazine

“It is no exaggeration to call this one of the most impressive and important 
Early Music recordings of the decade.” International Record Review
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HMU907516 
Barcode: 093046751623
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Wolfgang Amadeus MOZART
Clarinet Concerto in A major K622;
SPOHR Clarinet Concerto No.2 Op. 57

Jon Manasse (clarinet);  
Seattle Symphony Orchestra / 
Gerard Schwarz (conductor)

American clarinetist Jon Manasse delivers a buoy-
ant reading of the clarinet concertos by W.A. Mozart 
and Ludwig Spohr (the second of four such works). 
Manasse receives nimble support from the Seattle 
Symphony led by Gerard Schwarz. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
HMU907430 Brahms Clarinet Sonatas 
with Jon Nakamatsu
“Jon Manasse’s beautiful legato and Jon 
Nakamatsu’s incisive pianism are a delight.” 
The Sunday Times 

“Even in this exalted company, this new disc
 stands out, helped by sound engineering 
that is natural and warm, capturing the 
nuances of Manasse’s and Nakamatsu’s 
playing with magical immediacy…
a disc to treasure.” International Record Review

“Jon Manasse has a lovely, soft tone, rich in thelower 
register, singing but never shrill in the upper, and warm even in 
the weaker centre of the instrument. 
He phrases beautifully” Gramophone
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HMC902046 
Barcode: 7 94881 943920
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Manuel Blasco de NEBRA 
Sonatas 1-6 Op. 1, Pastorellas 2 & 6 

Javier Perianes (piano)

Manuel Blasco de Nebra was born in Seville in 1750 
and died there in 1784. He came from a musical 
family and his father, the organist José Blasco de 
Nebra, was his first teacher. At this time Seville was in 
the throes of a major economic crisis, having lost its 
monopoly on trade with the Americas, and Manuel 
was therefore forced to leave his native city and try 
his luck elsewhere. In 1766 he travelled to Madrid, 
where he was soon renowned for his amazing sight-
reading abilities and for his remarkably expressive 
performances on the harpsichord, organ and piano, 

the last instrument then in its infancy. His uncle, José de Nebra, a composer of zarzuelas, was a highly 
respected figure at court and was able to give his nephew some help in establishing his own musical career 
but he died two years later, and, lacking financial support, Manuel had no option but to return to Seville. 
Once there, he carried out some of his father’s organ-playing duties at the cathedral as well as standing in 
from time to time for its principal organist, Juan Roldán.  
He composed about 170 works, although only 30, all for keyboard instrument, are still in existence:
Seis sonatas para clave y fuerte-piano Op.1 (Madrid, 1780); six pastorellas and 12 sonatas (Montserrat, 
Abadía); six keyboard sonatas (Osuna, Encarnación Monastery). 

CONCERT: Wigmore Hall, 3rd January 2010 11.30am
Blasco de Nebra Sonata No 5 in F sharp minor 
Schubert 4 Impromptus D899; Chopin Piano Sonata No. 3 in B minor Op. 58 
Spanish pianist Javier Perianes opens his coffee concert with music by his 18th-century compatriot 
– virtuoso organist Manuel Blasco de Nebra – and continues with two masterpieces of the early 
Romantic era: Schubert’s first series of Impromptus rhapsodic outpourings of irresistible melody, and 
Chopin’s magisterial Third Piano Sonata, his final essay in the genre.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMi987070 Mompou: Música callada 
“The music's fragility makes it a real challenge for pianists, but the young 
Spanish player Javier Perianes has the sensitivity of touch and the expressive 
subtlety to convey its essential stillness. 
Despite its aphoristic nature, this is not music that can be listened to lightly: its 
evasiveness and distillation of intense moments of expression demand 
concentration, something the playing and recording here make imperative.” 
The Telegraph

HMi987080 Schubert 4 Impromptus D899, Allegretto D915, 3 Klavierstucke  D946
As a first-rate Schubert player must, he knows how to make the piano ‘sing’, 
and very beautifully too.  Nor is he merely sentient; he is a thinker.  Structurally, 
dramatically, psychologically, rhetorically, his playing betrays a keen 
perception and intelligence.” Piano Magazine
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2057788 
Barcode: 880242577887

2 DVDS £19.99
TV Format NTSC

16:9 anamorphic
Sound PCM Stereo

Dolby Digital 5.1 • DTS 5.1
Subtitles: It, Eng, Fr, Ger

Region Code 0 (worldwide)
Running Time 168 mins

Joseph HAYDN 
Orlando Paladino

Marlis Petersen (Angelica); Tom Randle (Orlando); 
Pietro Spagnoli (Rodomonte); 
Alexandrina Pendatchanska (Alcina); 
Sunhae Im (Eurilla); Victor Torres (Pasquale); 
Magnus Staveland (Medoro); 
Arttu Kataja (Licone/Caronte); 
Freiburger Barockorchester / 
René Jacobs (conductor)
Stage: Nigel Lowery and Amir Hosseinpour
Recorded live at the Staatsoper Unter den Linden, Berlin, 8 May 2009
Directed for TV by Andreas Morell • Produced by Paul Smaczny

In the Summer of 2009, the British director Nigel Lowery and the Iranian choreographer Amir Hosseinpour 
brought to the stage the fantastic and imaginative adventures of ‘Racing Roland’. 
Haydn’s most renowned opera in his lifetime, Orlando Paladino, was performed on the 200th anniversary of 
his death under the musical direction of period-music specialist René Jacobs. Freiburg Baroque Orchestra 
completed this high-class production giving the music a classy sound and lively swing.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HMC992039/40 The Creation

Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week
Gramophone Editor’s Choice

"Haydn’s Creation, part-inspired by Handel’s oratorios and sung here in 
German, represents the summit of his achievement. At least, that’s how it 
seems in this glorious performance. Jacobs, directing the Freiburger 
Barokorchester and RIAS Kammerchor, underlines Haydn’s purity of vision 
and wealth of dramatic characterisation, without letting stylistic 
correctness get in the way of the music. Johannes Weisser, Maximilian 
Schmitt and Julia Kleiter are the fresh-voiced soloists." Financial Times*****
HMX2961829/30 The Seasons

Gramophone Editor’s Choice
Benchmark, BBC Music Magazine

Classic FM Magazine Very Best of 2004
Daily Telegraph Classical CDs of the Year

Sunday Times Records of the Year
Sunday Telegraph Records of the Year

Penguin Guide 100 Outstanding Recordings (Rosette)
Top Choice, Building a Library

“René Jacobs shapes a performance which is quite brilliant, even by his 
own high standards. It oozes character and invention – just like the music 
itself. The vocal soloists Marlis Petersen, Werner Güra and Dietrich Henschel 
complete the cast. There’s not a weak link in earshot.”
CD Review, 23 October 2004 
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2072258 
Barcode: 880242722584  
DVD PRICE £14.99
TV Format NTSC 4:3
Sound PCM Stereo
Dolby Digital 5.1 • DTS 5.1
Languages: Ger, Eng, Fr
Region Code 0 (worldwide)
81 mins

STRAVINSKY The Firebird Suite (Version 1919)
RACHMANINOV Symphony No.2 in E minor, Op.27

The Philadelphia Orchestra / 
Eugene Ormandy (conductor)
Recorded live at the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, 1977 
(Stravinsky), 1979 (Rachmaninov)
Directed by Kirk Browning • Produced by Christopher Sarson

Eugene Ormandy’s unbroken 44-year association with 
the Philadelphia Orchestra was unique in history. Famous 
for its rich and powerful ‘Philadelphia Sound’, the 
orchestra was described by Rachmaninov as “the greatest 
virtuoso orchestra in the world”. 

Ormandy was a close friend of Rachmaninov, and it was on the occasion of the conductor’s 80th birthday 
that they performed Rachmaninov’s magnificent and powerful  Second Symphony, a performance whose 
authenticity would be difficult to beat. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
2072278
Rimsky-Korsakov
Sheherazade
Eugene Ormandy
2072128
Tchaikovsky, Mussorgsky
Itzhak Perlman
Eugene Ormandy
“Masterful…”   
3 stars performance / 
3 stars presentation 
Classic FM Magazine
2072268 
Holst/Debussy 
Eugene Ormandy
“Beautiful, accurate playing, conducted with control"  BBC Music Magazine 
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2072308
Barcode: 880242723086

DVD PRICE £14.99 
TV Format NTSC 4:3

Sound PCM Stereo
Dolby Digital 5.1 • DTS 5.1

anguages: Eng, Ger, 
Region Code 0 (worldwide) 

Running Time 56 mins (Performance)
47 mins (Bonus)

MOZART, BEETHOVEN 
Quintets for Piano & Wind Instruments
Op.16, K452 in E flat major

Bonus Film: ‘We have a lot of fun’  
excerpts from LIGETI Six Bagatelles ; 
BERIO Opus Number Zoo; MOZART Adagio and Allegro K594; 
FRANCAIX Wind Quintet No.1

Ensemble Wien-Berlin: Hansjörg Schellenberg (oboe); 
Günter Högner (horn); Karl Leistner (clarinet); 
Milan Turkovic (bassoon); James Levine (piano); 
Recorded at Schloss Hellbrunn, Salzburg, 1986
Directed by Jean-Pierre Ponnelle • Produced by Horant H. Hohlfeld

Made up of wind soloists from the Berlin and Vienna Philharmonics, the Ensemble Wien-Berlin performs 
two of the greatest of all chamber works in the aesthetically apt surroundings of Hellbrunn Palace, near              
Salzburg. The pianist is James Levine.  The bonus material on this DVD features an entertaining and 
informative portrait of this altogether magnificent ensemble.

“Here the crème de la crème of orchestral musicians are to be found sitting alongside one another 
and performing at such a unprecedentedly high level that it is a joy to listen to them. There is a 

constant give and take in terms of their breathing and articulation and the whole way in which they 
work and think” Der Kurier 
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“an outstanding performance of Richard 
Strauss’s Alpine Symphony. Rarely has the 
long haul to the summit seemed more 
purposeful. Haitink’s perfect control of the 
orchestral palette at sunrise and at dusk, 
as strands of colour rose out of and sank 
back into the dark monochrome contours, 
made this performance an incarnation of 
the music’s own metaphysical struggle and 
triumph” The Times

“He avoided the fashionable temptation 
to treat the vast score as an exercise in 
postmodern irony and presented it straight-
forwardly as a piece of tremendous late 
Romanticism” The Guardian 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
LSO0698 [6 sacds]
Beethoven Symphonies Nos 1-9, 
Triple Concerto, Leonore Overture No 3
Benchmark Beethoven Cycle 
BBC Music Magazine 

"a towering achievement" The Times

LSO0689
Barcode: 822231168928
NORMAL PRICE SACD £4.85

Richard STRAUSS
Eine Alpensinfonie

London Symphony Orchestra / Bernard Haitink
DSD recording, live at the Barbican June 2008 

LSO Live is thrilled to welcome Bernard Haitink back 
for his first recording with the LSO since his 
internationally acclaimed Beethoven cycle in 2006. Eine 
Alpensinfonie was recorded in June 2008 during 
Haitink’s Strauss/Mozart series with the LSO.
In his Alpine Symphony Strauss recounts an attempt to 
conquer the summit of an Alpine mountain. He infuses 
the score with numerous instrumental colours and 
rich combinations of sounds, evoking the images and 
events that take place on the trek. It was to be one of 
his final large-scale orchestral works and shows the last 
great German Romantic composer at the pinnacle of 
his art.
Haitink has also recorded Mahler’s Das Lied von der Erde 
with the LSO and soloists Christianne Stotijn and 
Anthony Dean Griffey for release on LSO Live later in 
2010. He will conduct the Royal
Concergebouw Orchestra in Amsterdam during 
early-2010 followed in June 2010 by a complete 
Beethoven symphony cycle in concert with Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra.
LSO Live’s other recent releases include Prokofiev’s 
complete score for the ballet Romeo & Juliette 
conducted by Valery Gergiev. 
In March the label releases Gergiev’s recording of 
Mahler’s Fourth Symphony
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CSOR901918
Barcode: 810449019187

STANDARD CD £7.29
CSOR901920

Barcode: 810449019200
HYBRID SACD £8.98

STRAVINSKY 
Pulcinella, Symphony in Three Movements, 
Four Études
Roxana Constantinescu; Nicholas Phan;  Kyle Ketelsen;
Chicago Symphony Orchestra / Pierre Boulez
Recorded live in Orchestra Hall at Symphony Center February 26, 
27 & 28 and March 3, 5, 6 & 7 2009

The Chicago Symphony Orchestra gets a head start on the March 2009 celebration of Pierre Boulez’s
85th birthday with a true rarity: a recording of Igor Stravinsky’s complete ballet Pulcinella.
Showcasing a stripped-down CSO and three endearing young vocal soloists, Boulez’s clean aesthetic brings 
this neo-Classical masterpiece to life. Also included are Stravinsky’s brash Symphony in Three Movements and 
jaunty Four Études, which demonstrate the orchestra’s astonishing variety of colours.
Boulez is currently the CSO’s Helen Regenstein Conductor Emeritus, having held the Principal Guest 
Conductor title since 1995. His concerts in Chicago have featured numerous performances of 20th-century 
masterpieces and contemporary works, as well as collaborations with several notable soloists. The tightly 
knit scores on this album are united by the intense focus of Boulez and the CSO, and stand as documents of 
his fruitful years in Chicago.

“The French maestro [’s] impeccably clean conducting and wholesale influence over the CSO al-
ways leave us craving more.” Chicago Sun-Times

"The three soloists were excellent and game: 
mezzo-soprano Roxana Constantinescu, tenor Nicholas Phan, and bass-baritone Kyle Ketelsen.  The 
agile  orchestra was able to capture all of the composer's engrossing colors (a duet for soprano and 
tenor nods to Scheherazade), and the singers got high marks for diction, especially tenor Phan in the 

rapid-moving "Una te fa la 'nzemprece" (There are those who feign innocence)." Musicweb 

C H I C A G O  S Y M P H O N Y  O R C H E S T R A  L I V E
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MAR0505 
Barcode: 822231850526
NORMAL PRICE SACD £8.98
Notes in Russian (cyrillic), english, french, german

RACHMANINOV
Rhapsody On A Theme Of Paganini, 
Piano Concerto No 3

Denis Matsuev (piano); 
Mariinsky Orchestra / Valery Gergiev
dsd recording, Mariinsky Concert Hall, February 2009 

The Mariinsky label’s fourth release features acclaimed 
Russian pianist, and Gergiev protegee, Denis Matsuev 
joining the Mariinsky Orchestra for recordings of 
Rachmaninov’s Piano Concerto No 3 and Rhapsody on a 
Theme of Paganini.
Since winning the 11th International Tchaikovsky 

Competition in 1998 Denis Matsuev has established a reputation as one 
of Russia’s greatest and most dynamic pianists. Over recent years he has 
begun to perform regularly on the international scene and recorded for 
BMG Russia. He has appeared with many of the world’s leading orchestras 
and gave his first recital at Carnegie Hall in 2007.
During 2010 he will perform the LSO, New York Philharmonic and Berlin 
Philharmonics as well as touring with the Mariinsky Orchestra and Gergiev 
in the US and Canada. He will also give further recitals at Carnegie Hall, 
the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam and Theatre des Champs Elysees in 
Paris.
Matsuev is particular renowned for his interpretations of music by 
Russian composers and has collaborated with the Sergei Rachmaninoff 
Foundation to perform and record unknown pieces on the composer’s 

own piano at the Rachmaninov house Villa Senar in Lucerne.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
MAR0501 Shostakovich The Nose
Disc Of The Month BBC Music Magazine 
Disc Of The Month Opera Magazine

MAR0503 Tchaikovsky 1812 Overture, Moscow Cantata, Marche Slave ...

MAR0502 Shostakovich Symphonies Nos 1 & 15
Performance ***** Sound *****BBC Music Magazine 

FUTURE RELEASES:
The Mariinsky label will release the first recording of Shchedrin’s opera The 
Enchanted Wanderer in March. In the same month LSO Live releases the 7th 
recording in Gergiev’s acclaimed Mahler cycle featuring Symphony No 4.
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AVSA9873 
Barcode: 7 619986 398730

3 Hybrid SACD £19.48
Format : 3 discs - Total time : 3 hours 50 mn

500 pages CD book: English, Spanish, French 
German, Italian, Catalan, Occitan

THE FORGOTTEN KINGDOM
The Cathar Tragedy - The Albigensian Crusade

CD1: The Emergence and Heyday of Catharism
 – The Rise of Occitania c. 950 – 1204
I The origins of Catharism: East andWest: 950-1099
II The Rise of Occitania: 1100-1159
III The expansion of Catharism: 1160-1204

CD2: The Albigensian Crusade - Invasion of Occitania 1204 – 1228
IV Heading for confrontation: 1204-1208
V The Albigensian Crusade: 1209-1229.

CD3: Persecution, diaspora and the end of Catharism 1229 – 1463
VI The Inquisition: persecution of the Cathars and the elimination 
of Catharism 1230-1300.
VII Diaspora to Catalonia and the end of the Eastern Cathars 
1309-1453

Hespèrion XXI / Jordi Savall

Catharism was the name given to a Christian religious sect that appeared in the Languedoc region of 
Southern France and flourished in the 12th and 13th centuries. Catharism had its roots in the Paulician 
movement in Armenia and the Bogomils of Bulgaria with whom the Paulicians merged. The Cathars saw 
matter as intrinsically evil: they denied that Jesus could become incarnate and still be the son of God. The 
Catholic Church regarded the sect as dangerously heretical. Faced with the rapid spread of the movement 
across the Languedoc region, the Church called for a crusade, which was carried out by knights from 
Northern France and Germany and was known as the Albigensian Crusade. The anti-Cathar Albigensian 
Crusade, and the inquisition which followed it, entirely eradicated the Cathars. 
The Albigensian Crusade had the effect of greatly weakening the semi-independent southern 
principalities included in the area of Occitania, such as Toulouse, ultimately bringing them under direct 
control of the King of France. Occitania, which had the misfortune of being the collateral victim of the 
Albigensian Crusade, used to be the crossroads of many cultures: Arabic Al-Andalus, Northern France and 
Flanders, Italy and even Constantinople. From this melting pot emerged a very refined culture, which 
culminated in the troubadour tradition: it subsequently spread to Italy, Spain and even Greece. Under the 
influence of the troubadours, related new movements sprang up throughout Europe: the Minnesingers in 
Germany, trovadorismo in Galicia and Portugal and that of the trouvères in northern France.
This album explores the ‘classical' period of the troubadour school around the turn of the 13th century, but 
also provides us with a comprehensive historical and artistic background of this Golden Age. It is time we 
remembered this ‘forgotten' kingdom from which so much Western culture evolved.

Detailed track listing available on request
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GCD922206 
Barcode: 8 424562 22206 9
2CDS FOR 1.5 £13.47

Claude DEBUSSY
Music for the prix de Rome
Le Gladiateur (1883); Invocation (1883); 
La Damoiselle élue (1888); Printemps (1887); 
Le Printemps (1884); Salut Printemps (1882); 
L’Enfant prodigue (1884)

Guylaine Girard (soprano); Sophie Marilley (mezzo); 
Bernard Richter (tenor);  Alain Buet (baritone); 
Marie-Josèphe Jude, Jean-François Heisser (pianos);
Flemish Radio Choir; Brussels Philharmonic  /
Hervé Niquet (direction)

Claude Debussy presented himself as a candidate for the Prix de Rome on 
three separate occasions during the 1880s, the most innovative decade in 
the history of that competition; a time when success entitled the victors (at 
the French government’s expense) to spend several years at the Villa Medici 
in Rome. Names of prize winners from this time include Debussy, Dukas, 
Leroux and Charpentier. Presented on this 2-CD set is a group of little known 
compositions by Debussy,  dating from between 1882 and 1888: Le 
Gladiateur and the first versions of L’Enfant prodigue (of which only the 1906 
reorchestration is occasionally performed) and Printemps – a highly 
individual piece (scored for choir and piano, four hands) later turned into a 
symphonic suite. A version for piano and voice of La Damoiselle élue and the 
choruses written for the competitions of 1882, 1883 and 1884 complete this 
survey of hitherto unknown works by Debussy.
This release represents the first issue in a new collection from Glossa centred 
on music associated with the Prix de Rome. This is being prepared in 
collaboration with Hervé Niquet, who here is conducting two of Europe’s 
foremost ensembles. 
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GCDSA922207 
Barcode: 8 424562 222076

SACD PRICE £8.98

Kurt WEILL
Das Berliner Requiem
WEILL Vom Tod im Wald; 
MILHAUD Cantate de la Guerre, Cantate de la Paix; 
HINDEMITH Der Tod; 
STRAVINSKY Octet for Wind Instruments

Solisti del Vento; Flemish Radio Choir / 
Paul Hillier (direction)

After Jean Cocteau issued tracts such as Le Coq et l’Arlequin (1918) and Le 
Rappel à l’ordre (1926), arguing against French Impressionism and German 
Romanticism and in favour of art for art’s sake and with prominence being 
given to accessibility, simplicity and structural clarity, many composers
responded to his clarion call. The devastation and emotional misery caused 
by the First World War and the fear of an impending further cataclysm also 
struck hard at existing artistic certainties. Through their music Igor 
Stravinsky, Paul Hindemith, Darius Milhaud and Kurt Weill all  endeavoured 
to make sense of this ‘new Europe’ which they were experiencing around 
them. For its latest Glossa release the Flemish Radio Choir (VRK) has 
selected an ideal quintet of works to demonstrate these tendencies as well 
as highlighting the vocal talents of this leading European choral 
institution.
Kurt Weill’s 1928 secular mass for the dead, Das Berliner Requiem, 
represents the jewel in this crown, and the VRK is accompanied by I Solisti 
del Vento, who also offer Stravinsky’s 1923 Octet for Wind Instruments. 
Both ensembles are performing here under the direction of Paul Hillier, 
one of the leading choral directors of today.
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GCDSA922208 
Barcode: 8424562 222083
NORMAL PRICE SACD £8.98

Viktor ULLMANN 
Symphonies No. 1 & 2, 
Der zerbrochene Krug – Ouverture, 
Don Quixote tanzt Fandango

Brussels Philharmonic Orchestra / 
Gerd Albrecht (direction)

The composer Viktor Ullmann (1898-1944) could not have predicted that his 
name would come to be inseparably linked to the Theresienstadt (Terezín) 
ghetto. Not only does this recollection of a particularly black page in western 
history continue to accompany his music, but the label ‘degenerate music’ 
(Entartete Musik) is evoked time and again.
In recent years, Ullmann’s largely unknown body of work has once again 
attracted interest. His opera Der Kaiser von Atlantis has been performed many 
times and his other works are also making their way on to concert 
programmes. It seems odd at first that mention is made here of two 
symphonies. In the strict sense Ullmann did not write any symphonies. His 
notes on the 5th and 7th Piano Sonatas suggest, however, that he intended 
to transcribe these works for orchestra. After his horrible death, the composer 
and conductor Bernhard Wulff did that in his place.
Gerd Albrecht brings a real understanding and commitment to compositions 
of Viktor Ullmann in directing the Brussels Philharmonic (previously the
Flemish Radio Orchestra), providing us with an interpretation of music which 
is both fascinating in its own right and of the highest quality, whilst being the 
more poignant for being composed when Ullmann was being held captive in 
one of the most infamous concentration camps established during the course 
of the Second World War.
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C764091A 
Barcode: 4011790 764122
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Gottfried von EINEM (1918 –1996)
Konzert für Klavier und Orchester Op. 20,
Dantons Tod – Orchestersuite Op. 6a, 
Wandlungen Op. 21 für Orchester, 
Nachtstück Op. 29 für Orchester,  
Medusa – Suite aus dem Ballett op. 24

Konstantin Lifschitz  (piano); 
RSO Vienna / Cornelius Meister

The opera Dantons Tod made Gottfried von Einem world-famous and this symphonic version of his opera 
music confirms his reputation, as does his masterly Piano Concerto, especially when they are given first-
class performances as here.
Throughout his life von Einem held fast to tonality, and even if it’s difficult to regard him as an avant-gardist, 
his oeuvre is characterised by a dogged questioning and opening up of traditional formal models. Thus it 
was important to him in his Dantons Tod Suite that it should not be seen just as a ‘potpourri’ from the stage 
work, but as an independent work for the concert hall. It is in this form that it is represented in this new 
Orfeo recording by the Vienna Radio Symphony  Orchestra and its’ chief conductor designate, Cornelius 
Meister. 
The motto of ‘transformation’ is even clearer in the case of Wandlungen, von Einem’s introduction to a Diver-
timento for Mozart that Donaueschingen Music Days commissioned from twelve composers in ‘Mozart year’, 
1956. The Wandlungen are based on Papageno’s aria “Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen” from the Magic Flute. 
In his Piano Concerto Op. 20 he is no less keen to enrich his music by 
establishing stylistic connections to jazz and dance. Konstantin Lifschitz is 
the soloist, and he shows here why his outstanding reputation is not just 
based on his Bach interpretations. The Vienna Radio Symphony Orchestra 
and Cornelius Meister are his precise, dynamic partners. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
C676071A Bach Musical Offering 
“The recording itself is first-class and the extensive programme notes 
are a model of their kind.  For Lifschitz this has clearly been a labour of 
love, even something of a pilgrimage: these are staggering 
performances which deserve the highest acclaim.”
International Record Review

SIGCD164 Rachmaninov for violin & piano with Hideko Udagawa
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C786092i
Barcode:  4011790 786223
2CDS £11.30

Albert LORTZING
Der Wildschütz
Komische Oper in drei Akten

Georg Völker (Graf ); Hilde Rössel-Majdan (Gräfin); 
Waldemar Kmentt (Baron); Irmgard Seefried (Baronin); 
Anny Felbermayer (Nanette); Karl Dönch (Baculus);
Renate Holm (Gretchen); Peter Klein (Pancratius); 
Franz Bierbach (Bauer); Vienna State Opera / 
Heinz Wallberg

Albert Lortzing (1801–51), successfully combined the most disparate elements in his stage works: witty 
librettos with a dash of social criticism, great ensembles in the Mozartian manner and Romantic melodies 
and orchestral colours. All these features are present in Der Wildschütz, a comedy of mistaken identity that 
the Vienna State Opera staged in 1960 with a finely balanced and ebulliently witty ensemble headed by 
Irmgard Seefried, whose Baroness is a precursor of Lehár’s Merry Widow, seeking a new husband in a whole 
series of new disguises. In the role of the Baron, Waldemar Kmentt proves an ideal partner in every sense of 
the term, his youthful tenor both radiant and powerful. In Georg Völker’s Count he has a rival who at the end 
of the work generously admits that he has been courting his own sister. In this 1960 Vienna 
production, the aristocrats’ social inferiors were played by no less distinguished singing actors: Renate Holm 
is an altogether ravishing Gretchen with her clearly focussed light soprano voice, while opposite her –
confirming the proverb that opposites exert a magical attraction – is Karl Dönch in the part of her elderly 
fiancé, who is also the alleged poacher of the title. His ability to point up the text and bring original insights 
to the part in the finest buffo tradition confirms the reputation of Vienna’s opera ensemble during the post-
war period, a reputation based on its impressively large number of distinctive personalities. The conductor 
in 1960 was Heinz Wallberg, who coaxes from his soloists, chorus and orchestra a performance that reveals 
their evident delight in the task in hand, while the spoken dialogue, as rehearsed by the director Adolf Rott, 
is a source of unbounded delight.
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SIGCD189
Barcode: 635212018927

NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

ANDREW KENNEDY SINGS ARIAS 
BY GLUCK, MOZART & BERLIOZ
GLUCK Calchas, d'un trait mortel percé (Iphigénie en Aulide); 
Misero! E Che Faro! (Recit); No, Si Atroce Costanza (Alceste); 
J'ai perdu mon Euridice (Orpheé ed Euridice); 
Divinité des grandes âmes (Iphigénie en Tauride); 
MOZART Overture, Hier soll ich dich den sehen, 
Ich baue ganz auf deinem stärke (Die Entführung aus dem Serail); 
Overture, Del più sublime soglio, Ah, se fosse intorno al trono, 
Se’all’ impero (La Clemenza di Tito); 
BERLIOZ Ô blonde Cérès (Les Troyens);
Ah! je vais l’aimer  (Béatrice et Bénédict); 
Chant du Bonheur (Lélio ou Le retour à la vie, Op. 14b, No. 4);
 Air de Faust (Le Damnation de Faust)

Andrew Kennedy (tenor); The Southbank Sinfonia / 
Simon Over (conductor)

Andrew Kennedy has established himself as one of the best and brightest young tenors performing today; 
as a leading exponent of song (winning the song prize at the BBC Cardiff Singer of the World competition in 
2005), and by performing regularly in opera houses around the world. 
This new recital disc contains a sumptuous selection of arias by Gluck, Mozart and Berlioz, and is 
accompanied by London’s Southbank Sinfonia, conducted by Simon Over.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
SIGCD112 On Wenlock Edge
“Kennedy has a big, bright, expressive tenor voice and uses it with fervour, 
delicacy and imagination ...  A thoughtfully realised recital"
The Independent on Sunday 

SIGCD087 Weir - On Buying A Horse 
“Andrew Kennedy's light tenor sails pleasingly through the dark deeds of 
Scotch Minstrelsy” BBC Music Magazine
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A Cappella Festival launch Kings Place, 13-16 January 2010
London’s diverse a cappella community come together under one roof to celebrate the 
unaccompanied human voice. Curated by the world-famous 5-time Grammy-winning 
vocal group the Swingle Singers, the inaugural London A Cappella Festival at London’s Kings Place show-
cases some of the best of the UK’s choral, jazz, contemporary, and gospel ensembles, 
including special guests, with music ranging from sacred Renaissance polyphony to crowd-pleasing pop 
and blistering beatbox. 

13th January: Swingle Singers, presenting their new show ‘Ferris Wheels’
ALSO AVAILABLE:
SIGCD107 Unwrapped with the Swingle Singers
SIGCD104 Beauty and the Beat Box

14th January: Stile Antico, ‘In Paradisum’ 
CD launch concert for HMU807509 Media Vita 

15th January: Voces8, with jazz and popular classics...

Goldeneye  Bono & The Edge
Slap that Bass  George & Ira Gershwin
What a difference a Day Makes María Grever / Stanley Adams
Good Vibrations  Brian Wilson / Mike Love
Dream a little Dream of Me Fabian Andrew / Wilbur Schwandt
Feeling Good  Anthony Newley / Leslie Bricusse
Anything Goes  Cole Porter
From Russia with Love Lionel Bart
Cloudy   Hamish Stuart / Alan Gorrie
 Losing my mind  Stephen Sondheim  
Mack the Knife  Kurt Weill / Bertolt Brecht
Love of my Life  Freddie Mercury
For your eyes only / You only live twice    
B.Conti & M.Leeson / L.Bricusse & J.Barry
Thunderball  John Barry / Don Black
Smooth Criminal  Michael Jackson
 Nobody Does it Better Marvin Hamlisch / Carole Bayer Sager
All tracks arranged by Jim Clements for Voces8

SIGCD187 
Barcode: 635212018729
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

ACES HIGH

Voces8

Aces High is a scintillating collection of Voces8’s unique 
interpretations of jazz and pop favourites and theme 
tunes from the legendary James Bond movies. A new 
release from a very British vocal 
ensemble! 
Voces8 are a UK-based award-winning a cappella vocal 
ensemble, which has entertained audiences across 
Europe and been praised for their "stunning perfor-
mance", "exquisite singing" and "a sound that spans the 
entire range of vocal colour".

“Voces8 is sensational!” Brian Blessed

“What a talented young group they are” 
John Rutter
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SIGCD177
Barcode: 635212017722
BUDGET PRICE EP £3.85

FROM THE HEART
My Heart is a Holy Place  Patricia Van Ness 
Conceit    Graham Lack 
Pie Jesu    John Brunning, arr. Lawson 
Out of the Woods  Sinead Lohan/Nickel Creek, arr. Lawson 
Hallelujah   Leonard Cohen, arr. Lawson 

The King’s Singers
This new 5-track EP captures an eclectic mix of modern 
songs and arrangements from the world famous a 
cappella group The King’s Singers. 

My heart is a holy place 
Patricia Van Ness has rearranged and extended the 
beautiful ‘Cor meum est templum sacrum’ for The 
King’s Singers to become ‘My heart is a holy place’. 
Conceit 
A haunting piece written for The King’s Singers in 2009 by Graham Lack with text by writer/poet Mervyn 
Peake, in which things may not always be as they first appear. 
Pie Jesu 
British classical radio presenter and former rock guitarist, John Brunning, wrote a simple setting of ‘Pie Jesu’ 
three years ago, and it became an instant hit in the UK. 
Out of the Woods 
Bluegrass band Nickel Creek’s song. 'Out of the Woods' has great harmonies, a wonderful folksy melody and 
a mesmeric improvisation section. Arranged by Philip Lawson. 
Hallelujah 
One of a huge number of hit songs from the Canadian singer-songwriter Leonard Cohen, arranged here by 
Philip Lawson.

PRAISE FOR THE KING’S SINGERS LAST ALBUM, 
SIGCD147 Romance du Soir:
“Here’s a stunning display of unaccompanied part-singing by six 
consummate vocal artists.”
BBC Music Magazine - Double 5 Star Review (Performance and Recording)

“This sweetshop full of lollipops offers some favorites from the King’s Singers’ 
vast repertoire of melodious part songs, sung with their trademark lustrous 
tone and precise, yet unforced, clarity.” 
The Observer

TV - Songs of Praise for St Valentine's Day, Sunday, 14th 
February, 2010
Breathe On Me, Breath Of God, All For Thee
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DCD34080
Barcode: 801918340802
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98
All premiere recordings

MIKE BREWER’S WORLD TOUR
El cascobel [Mexico]; Yelly bo'dek dhaya fikri [Tunisia]; 
Ej, Lasko Lasko [Moravian folksong]; Pokarekare [Maori love song];
Tango Capella [Argentina]; Meguru [Kavango song from Namibia]; 
Izintakana [Zulu bird song]; Holday danaa [Bengali bird song]; 
Tourdion [France]; Molihua [China]; Korobushka [Ukraine]; 
Pueblo Sunrise Song [USA]; Kvolda tekur [Icelandic folksong] ; 
Hamba Lulu [Zulu Wedding Song] 

National Youth Choir of Great Britain / Mike Brewer

The internationally-renowned NYC is peerless in 
bringing to life Brewer's transcontinental choral 
imaginings, headed up by the first commercial 
recording of Mike's Hamba Lulu.

 “Coming from backgrounds of both English choral music and jazz, I have always been obsessed by musical 
connections. I love to perform music of one culture with singers of another, to help performers to share an 
awareness of music in different contexts.
I have had the good fortune to travel around the world every three years with the National Youth Choir 
of Great Britain. In the '90s I was invited to work with choirs in South Africa, and became fascinated the 
rhythms and sounds of the music of the African continent. Then in 2003 a Churchill fellowship to Mexico 
and Cuba opened up new vistas of musical connection for me. One day I heard elderly musicians perform 
the Son Jarocho (The song of the black man) in village tavernas, played on local instruments in Veracruz, 
handed down through a four hundred year old oral tradition. The very next day I had the chance to listen 
to an Afro-Carribean jazz ensemble performing unbelievably complex music which arose out of that mix 
of cultures. The pieces of choral music found here are similarly hybrid, because in most cases they combine 
elements from more than one source…”

Praise for the NYC on Delphian:

“Sung by the glorious young voices of Mike 
Brewer's 140-strong National Youth Choir, 
coupled with a clear, excellently balanced 
recording from Delphian.Brewer fashions 
from these talented, young singers a 
radiant wash of sound that is simply 
stunning.”Choir and Organ
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demonstration of their prestige. At the same time the musician competed to become famous and eminent. 
The art of diminution (quick notes that artfully break-up longer note values of the original melody), founded 
on an age-old improvisatory tradition of virtuoso singers and instrumentalists, flowered especially in the 
half-century between 1575 and 1625. A wonderful overview of the pieces that flourished in this period.
Bruce Dickey is one of today’s most expert practitioners of the Renaissance art of diminution and one of the 
world’s most accomplished cornettists. Monica Huggett, currently nomiated for a Grammy award for her 
work with Avie, appears here in her third cd with Galatea, after works by Buonamente and Marini. Michael 
Chance is known above all for his interpretations of Baroque Opera roles and for his interest in the lute-song 
repertoire of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods. These distinguished soloists join Galatea, founded by 
lutenist and director, Paul Beier.

RIC290
Barcode: 5400439002906
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Roland de LASSUS
Bonjour mon coeur

Capilla Flamenca: Marnix De Cat (countertenor); 
Tore Denys (tenor); Lieven Termont (baritone); 
Dirk Snellings (bass); Liam Fennelly, Thomas Baeté, 
Piet Stryckers (viols); Jan Van Outryve (lute); 
Patrick Denecker (flute)
Lassus was not only greatly renowned for his large-scale sacred 
works, but also for his chansons, madrigals and Lieder. Even 
though his contemporaries did not hesitate to take their inspiration from the works of the ‘divine Orlando’, 
he himself also seized upon models that he borrowed from some of the most famous pieces of the time; 
these included Pierre Sandrin’s chanson Doulce mémoire, which he used as the theme for a Mass. 
Capilla Flamenca now presents this music in the spirit of an intimate concert given by its singers and 
instrumentalists, this music that had delighted the most refined ears of the Renaissance.

• Capilla Flamenca, Editor’s Choice in December Gramophone [Musique en Wallonie]

STR33822 
Barcode: 8011570338228
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

CON GRATIA, ET MANIERA
Works by SALAVERDE, BOVICELLI, MASCHERA, MAINERIO, ROGNON, 
VIRGILIANO, ROGNONI TAEGGIO, BASSANO, DOWLAND

Michael Chance (countertenor); Monica Huggett (violin); 
Bruce Dickey (cornetto); 
Ensemble Galatea / Paul Beyer (lute and director)
In the 16th Century, the most important families of the nobility and 
rich men of the church vied with one another to hire the best 
musical virtuosos, to be exhibited with pride as a living 
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HATN177
Barcode: 752156017721
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

WORKS FOR 2 PIANISTS UNDER SOVIET RULE
PROKOFIEV Suite from Cinderella [arr Michael Pletnev 2002]
SHOSTAKOVICH Suite in F sharp Op. 6 [1922]

Ufuk & Bahar Dördüncü (pianos)
"Beautiful, bold, striking piano music – as new a sound as any 
music hidden, forgotten, or forbidden; as traditional a blast as a 
stiff shot of vodka. But it is also a reminder that the red flag, once a 
symbol of insurrection and disobedience, has not all-of-a-sudden 
turned white." John Corbett

my disc of the month - carole
my disc of the month - celia

EL0920
Barcode: 3760107400208
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

RAMEAU 
Pieces de Clavecin 1741

Noëlle Spieth (harpsichord)

Rameau’s book of pieces de clavecin en concerts, published in 
1741, was a brilliant achievement. The composer followed the 
taste of his time in intending them for various instrumental 
combinations but he also maintained that “these pieces lose 
nothing by being played on the harpsichord alone". 
Noëlle Spieth plays a French double manual harpsichord after 
Goujon 1749, by Emile Jobin in 1983, tuned to A409. 
Her version of Rameau’s complete harpsichord music was chosen 
by France-Musique, Diapason and BBC Music Magazine as the 
best interpretation to date.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
HATN170 Makrokosmos Quartet: 
Crumb, Gervasoni, Haas
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Alpha910
Barcode: 3 760014 199103

NORMAL PRICE CATALOGUE CD £8.98

LA TARANTELLA

L’Arpeggiata / Christina Pluhar

In order to end its 10th anniversary year by a splash (and start its 
second decade auspiciously), Alpha offers a legendary production 
for the 2010 catalogue CD: the Tarantella!

Conducted by Christina Pluhar, magician of sound colours, the 
musicians of L’Arpeggiata recreate the mysterious universe of 
the Tarantella, a dance with therapeutic virtues, the only remedy 
against the lethal bite of the tarantula. Halfway between 
traditional and baroque music, this recording owes his success 
(more than 80, 000 discs sold) to the exceptional commitment of 
the vocal soloists, Lucilla Galeazzi and Marco Beasley, as well as to 
the ‘electric’ participation of the Sicilian percussionist Alfio Antico.
This disc is infectious: listening inevitably implies buying it!

• Includes a 2010 paper catalogue of the Alpha collection and a 
special bonus track: Madonna’s cover of 'Hung Up'
 (from Alpha 888 ENCORES CD)
PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE AS ALPHA503 NOW DELETED

K617218 
Barcode: 3383510002182
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

THE CROSSING OF THE RED SEA 
Sacred Cantatas
Elisabeth Jacquet DE LA GUERRE Le passage de la mer Rouge
René Drouard DE BOUSSET Judith
Sébastien DE BROSSARD La cheute de Salomon

Luanda Siqueira (soprano); Le Tendre Amour 

Drama and freshness are combined in the new musical forms 
that were imported into late 17th century France from Italy after 
the death of Lully. Among them was sacred cantata as 
represented here by three sadly neglected composers. Now 
Jacquet de la Guerre, Brossard and Bousset enjoy a new lease of 
life thanks to Le Tendre Amour, whose first recording this is.
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FUG556
Barcode: 5400439 005563
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Philippe GAUBERT
Chamber Music
Pièce romantique pour trio, Trois Aquarelles pour trio, 
Sonate No. 2 pour flûte et piano, Sonate No. 3 pour flûte et piano, 
Trois pièces pour violoncelle et piano, Lamento pour violoncelle et piano

Trio Wiek: 
Christina Fassbender (flute); Justus Grimm (cello); Florian Wiek (piano)

Philippe Gaubert (1879-1941) had an incredible  career. He first 
travelled the world playing the flute,  survived Verdun, then 
caught the conducting bug between the wars as conductor 

of the Société des Concerts du Conservatoire de Paris, one of the best orchestras of the time. He became 
director of the Paris Opera, conducting the French premières of Elektra, Rosenkavalier and Turandot, yet still 
found time for some 80 compositions and teaching. He died suddenly of a brain haemorrage and it is only 
today that we rediscover Gaubert's chamber music for flute, cello and piano, with parts never previously 
recorded, played by the Trio Wiek, the best possible ambassadors, in a brilliant coproduction with WDR/
Radio Koln.

FUG559
Barcode: 5400439 005594
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Felix MENDELSSOHN 
Symphonies for Strings Nos 8-10

European Camerata / Laurent Quénelle

“Mendelssohn’s youthful Symphonies show a remarkable 
freshness and spontaneity. While their aspect is simple, they are, 
in fact, very subtle, in particular by their richness and 
articulations. This disc is the result of research and reflexions 
guided by Sir John Eliot Gardiner, who I would like to warmly 
thank”  Laurent Quénelle.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
FUG534 Britten Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge, 
Simple Symphony 
"To find a continental ensemble concentrating on Britten is something 
of a novelty, but this disc of string music contains performances of 
superb sensitivity. The Frank Bridge variations and the Simple Symphony 
are given the edge of spectacular brilliance they demand and a 
depth of feeling to boot. ..the sound is haunting." Sunday Times
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RIC284
Barcode: 5400439002845
NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

LE CONCERT DES VIOLES
M-A CHARPENTIER, COUPERIN, MOULINIE DE CAURROY, 
LE JEUNE, DU TERTRE, DU MONT, ROBERDAY

Ensemble Mare Nostrum / Andrea De Carlo

Whilst Italian composers had taken up the ‘modern’ form of the 
sonata and adapted it to the violin at the beginning of the 17th 
century, French composers remained faithful to the principles of 
polyphonic music with their fantaisies that were still 
intended for ensembles of viols; the role of the violin in France at 
that time was still limited to providing music for dancing. Such 
knowledge of polyphony was demanded not only from 
composers of vocal music but also from organists, one of whom was Louis Couperin and who was also des-
sus de viole de la chambre du Roi. Our recording comes to a fitting conclusion with the last French work to 
be written for ensemble of viols: Marc-Antoine Charpentier’s Concert à quatre parties de violes.

STR33848 
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Louis SPOHR 
So mach’ die Augen zu …allora chiudi gli occhi
Sonate WoO 27, Variations on Je suis encore dans mon printemps Op. 36, 
Sonata Concertante Op. 113, Fantasie for Harp Op. 35, 
Sonata Concertante Op. 114

Arparla duo: Davide Monti (violin); Maria Christina Cleary (harp)

This is a CD of some of Louis Spohr's early chamber works for violin 
and harp and his two extant solo harp pieces. Spohr's music, after 
working, researching and performing it over the last five years has 
become part of Duo Arparla’s life. The result is a world première 
recording on original instruments of the Spohr repertory that is also 
a celebration of the 150 years from his death.

 AECD0985 
Barcode: 3 760058 369852

2 CDS FOR 1 NORMAL PRICE CD £8.98

Niccolò PAGANINI
24 Caprices for solo violin Op. 1
Live in Tokyo & Studio version 

Tedi Papavrami (violin)

Two versions of the Paganini Caprices at a special price, featuring 
Albanian violinist, Tedi Papavrami, in this virtuoso repertoire: live 
in Tokyo on the 19th of April 2001 and a studio version made in 
1997 in Gradignan. Papavrami, a child prodigy, studied with his 
father from the age of four, before continuing his studies with 
Pierre Amoyal and Viktoria Mullova amongst others. 
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“Hans Abrahamsen’s Schnee is a wonder. How to say how? It is a sequence of aural images of snow, in some 
cases onomatopoeic (the swish of brushing off a  wooden deck, the soft ease-crunch of steps through a 
fresh snowfall) but more often poetic, suggesting crystalline whiteness, cold light, gentle falling. It is a set of 
ten canons, ten systematic processes in which the same ideas are floating in slow spirals seen in mirrors. It is 
a study in melancholy (and joy). It is a succession of five pairs of movements, where the second in each pair 
repeats the first, as if the first had been music on glass and could now be overlaid on something else. It is 
simultaneously time standing still, splitting, revolving and accelerating away—standing still because we are 
held under the spell of a basic melody throughout, splitting because layers will move at different speeds, 
revolving because the same ideas are constantly being refracted and reformed as layers knock against one 
another, and accelerating away because the movements get shorter and shorter, from nine minutes down 
to one for a total length of just under an hour.     
A tune picks itself out right at the top of the piano as one of the string instruments keeps repeating a super-
high harmonic, almost pitchless, creating gasps of intensity, fire in ice. This is the pristine sound world, new 
and unforgettable, established at once. The tune is repeated and then overlapped, in the first intimation of 
the kind of interference pattern of past and present that is one  of the most remarkable features of the work. 
On a larger scale, the entire first movement (for piano quartet, sounding as no piano quartet ever did) is 
embedded in the second (for the full ensemble, adding a second piano, percussion and three woodwinds), 
and on the largest, perhaps all the movements are doubles of one another. Certainly every listening, of 
which there will be many, brings new relationships into focus—though it is easy, too, to be snow-blinded by 
the beauty, which persists immovable, through changes of character, speed and tuning, adjustment to the 
last being accommodated in three short interludes.” Paul Griffiths 
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Hans ABRAHAMSEN 
Schnee
Ten canons for nine instruments

Ensemble Recherche

WINTER & WINTER


